Inventory Management

Kirby Lester

Consider how you manage your physical inventory count, especially narcotics. Hand-counting or half bottle / full bottle estimations put your inventory integrity at risk. Capsa Healthcare provides Kirby Lester pharmacy automation to yield tighter inventory control.

The Kirby Lester Difference

• Maintain absolute inventory accuracy (manual counting methods are 95% accurate at best)
• Mandate narcotics double-counts
• 14.3 seconds faster (average) than hand-counting for a 90-count
• Counting speed up to 15/second

Multiple Applications

• Narcotics inventory
• Perpetual inventory software
• Automated packaging device: cassette/cell inventory
• Returns and expired medication inventory tracking
• Retail pharmacy operation, for daily Rx filling

Simple Inventory Counting: KL1

14.6”(h) 12.5”(d) 5.6”(w); 6.9 lb

Scan-Verification & Recording: KL1Plus

14.6”(h) 12.5”(d) 8”(w); 9.6 lb

Scan the stock bottle, then count.

Keep a record of what was counted (export as .csv).

Count almost any tablet or capsule accurately & quickly.

Eliminate inaccurate, inefficient manual counting.
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